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Interaction and Information technologies have reshaped our live today, and nowadays’
students and teachers have a massive use of smart phones, iPads and other portable devices;
moreover, they are continually looking for cutting edge technologies. But often the use of these
devices is not in ways anticipated by technology proponents. All these smart phones and other
portable devices are equipped or ready for social media applications like Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, WhatsApp, Telegram, and Instagram, Snapchat, which are part of what is known
as Social Web 2.0, best characterized by the notions of social interaction, content sharing, and
collective intelligence.
Daily news shows that the number of social network users is growing significantly worldwide; besides that, social networks capabilities are increasingly being leveraged effectively.
Moreover, social networks are becoming less complex and more accessible; where young and
older people can create and share content and interact easily through social networks. “Social
connections affect so many aspects of our lives that our argument that they can also be applied to education and learning should be no surprise” (King and Sen, 2013, p.622). The role
of emerging social media may offer new opportunities to enhance the teaching and learning
experiences.
Social media can be defined as “a group of Internet-based applications ‘interactive platforms’ that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0 that allow the
creation and exchanges of user-generated content.” (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2008, in: Ralph and
Ralph, 2013, p. 451). Social media can include text, audio, video, images, podcasts, and other
multimedia communications. Social media then, includes the various online technology tools
that enable people to communicate easily via the internet and to share information and resources. Social media plays major role in developing social interactions between students and
the society in general, that means widening the limits of teaching from class walls to be within
the community.
School’s aim is to develop and to support methods to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of interaction and collaboration among students, and with their teachers. Most of web
social media tools have been developed in order to maintain, manage, and improve social interactions between people where people can easily access, reuse or comment on content that is
authored by others. The evolving learning environments are allowing students to learn anytime
and anywhere (Wetzel, 2010). Educational research demonstrates convincingly that immediate
and frequent feedback improves learning. The truthful learning requires daily social interactions between students and teachers from one side, and from the other side between students
and the daily life events; “bridging the all-too-well-known gap between the classroom and the
real world. The learning has meaning and relates to the real world because it is modeled on the
systems of the real world” (Klopfer, Osterweil, Groff, & Haas, 2009, p.9).
A report from the Pew Research Center (2010) revealed that 73% of teenagers use some
forms of social networking by incorporating social media into the lives of students in the classrooms, instructors also incorporate the new literacy that has become part of the students’ outof-school lives (Hahn, 2008; Casey & Evans, 2011). Zepke and Leach (2010) conclude that
motivation and student dispositions will influence their ability to engage in interactive learning.
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“Students, often referred to as digital natives (Prensky, 2001), have spent most of their time
on computers, game consoles, digital music players, video cameras, cell phones, as well as the
Web itself” (Jovanovic, Chiong, & Weise, 2012, p. 39).
Great deal of research in education provides evidence for the effectiveness of using social media technologies directly in the context of traditional education situations or online education. Some studies have demonstrated the benefits of online social interaction in the learning
process. Positive aspects of online interaction with teachers and peers include the following:
access to peer and expert knowledge, ability to receive feedback from teachers and peers, and
an opportunity to reflect on the exchanged messages (Ellis, 2001). By expressing their thoughts,
discussing and challenging the ideas of others, and working together towards a group solution
to a given problem, students develop critical thinking skills as well as skills of self-reflection
and co-construction of knowledge and meaning (Brindley, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009).
However, researchers and practitioners alike have found that interactions cannot be easily established in a learning environment. This often comes as a result of an inappropriate
course design (Brindley et al., 2009) and/or the students’ lack of collaboration skills, such as
decision-making, consensus building, and dealing with conflict (Finegold & Cooke, 2006).
Therefore, in order to yield the expected educational benefits, the technology in general and social networking tools in particular have to be accompanied with a sound pedagogical approach
(Jovanovic et al, 2012, p. 40).
Enhancing the appropriate use of media information among students requires that teachers themselves become media and information literate; this will enhance capacities to empower
students with their efforts in learning to learn, learning autonomously, and pursuing lifelong
learning. By educating students to become media and information literate, teachers would be
responding first to their role as advocates of an informed and rational citizenry, and second, they
would be responding to changes in their role as educators, as teaching moves away from being
teacher-centered to becoming more learner-centered (Wilson, et al, 2011, p. 17). Teachers are
more likely to embrace the use of information and media tools if it connects with pedagogical
strategies that improve how they teach traditional school subjects.
Teachers would need to become interdisciplinary facilitators of student creativity, readily able to guide learning toward intended outcomes while creating legitimate space for experimentation. Social media would allow students to create and test knowledge claims. Social
media would extend communication networks, provide immediate access to information, and
facilitate new forms of creative expression. (Halverson & Smith, 2009).
King and Sen (2013) highlighted three learning principles related to social connections
in teaching: Principle 1: Social Connections Motivate, that means getting students to take actions that involve social interaction or that benefit the community -such as recycling- is often
far easier. Principle 2: Teaching Teaches the Teacher, where in traditional teaching situation
the difficulty of mind wandering instead of being engaged socially, cannot help students learn,
to say nothing about teaching evaluations. Principle 3: Instant Feedback Improves Learning,
where immediate and frequent feedback improves learning and teaching as well.
It is normal for parents and teachers to hesitate in using social media and digital devices
like smart phones due to the possible negative impacts. Popular social websites have received
intense backlash from schools which are fearful for the online safety of students using these
sites, as well as the concern that students will misuse them during what is supposed to be instructional time. As a result, numerous alternative sites have emerged to provide teachers with
more suitable platforms to host classroom online communities; also teachers can create their
own private social network housed within trusted sites (Klopfer, et al, 2009, p.10). Hemmi,
Bayne and Land (2009) maintain that students already collaborate, search for information, communicate and socialize using web technologies as part of their everyday lives, there is no reason
not to use the same skills and behaviors in the classroom to support learning.
Although that there is a common agreement, that social media has such an impact on enabling the interaction between people, usually teachers and students use it in issues not related
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to study, like following them on social network that represent daily life activates. The idea that
school assignments must be done in a formal format “usually papers” has a deep impact on
preventing teachers from asking their students to use their portable devices for completing assignment purposes. For the public-school students, the common use of smart phones is centered
around playing games on the internet frequently, and seldom to use it in issues related to their
study, like class discussions, using educational forums, contact or personal experience with
educational services providers, including consolations. Normally, the teachers and the students
see a positive impact of social media on education and agree that using their smart phones could
give more enjoyment to learning. In the meantime, there is some anxiety about using social
media in education, related to teachers concern about the possibilities of adapting inappropriate
social behaviors by the students when using social media widely (Alabdulkareem, 2015).
Using social media could have a major impact on class ability to share ideas anytime, so
they can apply learning in new situations, and connect their daily life with curriculum. Moreover, using social media could enhance the relationship between school and home, and give
easy access to both sides to reach others, and safe time and efforts.
It is very important to investigate the use of social media in teaching and learning as a
scaffolding tool, and the impact of that on teachers teaching and students learning. Students can
learn from informal learning situations, using what is available in students’ hands, to build a
meaningful learning experience in formal education.
Some of the negative aspects of using social media technologies seen as that these technologies for learning minimize the active participation of the learner; in fact, such technologies
are developed so that they can work for any learner, regardless of the motivation or the ability of
the particular learner. Technologies for learning are essentially teaching technologies structured
to reliably deliver and measure outcomes regardless of the context or the situation of the learner
(Halverson & Smith, 2009, p. 51).
There is an apprehension spread among most teachers and students, as well as parents,
that if the cost of using social media in education, wasn’t covered officially by the school or
educational authorities, the project would collapse. But as we can see from the basic characteristics of school teachers and students almost worldwide, it is apparent that smart phones are the
best possible device to enhance the use of social media in education, where normally teachers
and most students have some kind of smart phones. And for the Internet access, usually it is
available for the teachers and the students, in several options, like having Internet access at
home, or free access in some public areas “malls, coffee shops, etc). On the controversy, the
current uses of social media in schools are rare, and could be seen as an approach by independent teachers or researchers.
It is apparent that smart phones are the best possible device to enhance the use of social
media in education, where almost all teachers and most of students own it. Both the teachers
and the students are willing to use social media in education, and they believe it will enhance
their educational experiences, but the practice is significantly low; in the meantime, there are
agreements that the use of social media is for socialization only. The infrastructure is available,
but the comprehension educational view is absent.
But we can come to a conclusion that our teachers and our students are not using the
smart phones in an appropriate way. The infrastructure is available and handy with all the teachers and with the massive majority of the students, but the comprehension educational view is
absent for both of them. This conclusion is supported by the fact that both the teachers and the
students agree that they use social media for interaction with others, including other students
and teachers, but for purposes other than education.
Both the teachers and the students need a series of training sessions to evaluate their own
use of social media, and to enhance their abilities to use available properties.
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